Humans' Taste Using... their taste buds! They can taste 5 different types of foods, which are salty, sweet, savory, sour, and umami.
Jacobson’s Organ

Lizard’s Taste Using....their Jacobson’s organ.
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Name:
Tasty! Lesson Questions

1. What differences do you notice between the two illustrations?
   Possible answer:
   Each one has their own unique tool for tasting food.

2. What similarities do you notice between the two illustrations?
   Possible Answer:
   Both have their tools for tasting located near their mouth on their head.

3. Why is it important for humans to be able to taste? Why is it important for reptiles to taste? Are the reasons the same/similar?
   Possible Answer:
   Both humans and reptiles use taste to help them tell if something is safe to eat or not. They don’t want to eat something that is not edible to them as it will cause a lot of problems as it goes through the digestive system.